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What California taught Andreas Tönnis

A prototype from
Silicon Valley
Andreas Tönnis, Chief Technology Officer at AIXTRON SE, is stepping on the gas
when it comes to processes. He’s working together with Porsche Consulting to adapt
software methods to developing mechanical engineering hardware.
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Tönnis was therefore in search of a new and faster development
process, and he had a clear idea of what it should look like. “It
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“The environment in which we operate is very volatile and competitive.
It would be hard to overstate the importance of the time-to-market factor.”
Andreas Tönnis, AIXTRON SE
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WirtschaftsWoche magazine.
The development process at the Aixtron sites in Herzogenrath
Software industry as a model
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“Agile management” has already become widely established at
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Tools for agile development
Agile development places a premium on orientation to customer
benefits, adherence to schedules, and self-organization. Here follows
a brief explanation of the most important tools:
Customer orientation: Agile development is marked by a high degree of customer
involvement in the development process. Customer requirements are agreed upon as
early as possible—ideally in connection with the first prototypes—and confirmed at
regular intervals. The specific requirements are detailed in what is called a user story,
i.e. from the perspective of the user.
Schedule adherence: The product creation process defines the major milestones,
from the product idea to market readiness. The actual development work is done by
the engineers in short, prespecified time periods—called sprints. The deadline and
the team members are not changed during the sprints. Should delays occur, the most
important jobs are taken care of, and the less important ones are omitted (variable
scope). This allows for constant pro-gress with complete interim results.
Self-organization: Within each sprint, scrum teams organize their own work. In order
to prioritize individual project components and identify problems at an early stage, they
hold regular stand-up meetings, with team members literally standing and reporting
on the progress of their work. A kanban board displays the current status and team
member responsibilities to everyone at all times.

lab to produce their semiconductors or LEDs. The clients con-

“That means clearly defined development tasks with short it-

tribute their ideas, which often only arise in the course of our

eration cycles of two to four weeks. Each of these cycles is

talks and tests. This means they end up with a system that is

called a sprint, and the developers or departments assigned

tailored precisely to their needs, and in a short period of time.”

to handle the task for that sprint are responsible for organizing the work themselves. The idea behind it is that if you run

Rapid development tools

in short segments, you won’t head off down the wrong track.”

So much for the result itself. It is attained with the help of a
“tool box” based on the principles of agile development (see
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The fact that this approach enables interim results for complex

above). “We divide up the projects based on what’s known as

development jobs to be achieved much faster had already been

a scrum principle in software development,” explains Tönnis.

shown in the software industry. Aixtron and Porsche Consulting
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then faced the challenge of adapting the process for the first
time to the special nature of developing complex pieces of ma-
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chinery. They realized that the approach works best in the early
stages, i.e. starting with the idea development phase.
A characteristic feature of an agile approach is that it gives the
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developers additional leeway. “It enables and encourages the
engineers to do what they do best, and the teams themselves
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are largely responsible for making their own decisions within
the sprints,” says Tönnis. “The agile process is not under discussion, but it’s up to the teams to decide what tools they use
and how they adapt them for their requirements.”
Some tools quickly became taken for granted—such as the
daily “standup meetings” at which each team member briefly
reports on the project status, and the kanban boards that show
who is currently working on what task.
Successes are visible and measurable

The great extent to which this new process and its agile tools
accelerate development became clear after only a short period
of time. “We made the process more efficient by lengthening
the productive part of the development period by 20 percent,”
says Tönnis. “The developers are convinced of the merits of the
process, in part enthusiastically so, because they realize that
they can put more time into creative work.” Aixtron’s successes
are not one-time events, according to Porsche consultant
Freibichler, who notes, “Over the past twenty years companies
have been concentrating primarily on Japanese management
methods to raise productivity at their factories. Today they’re
looking at Silicon Valley. Agile management approaches should
enable engineers to increase productivity enormously over the
coming years.”
Another successful element in the project was the fact that
typical reservations and objections could be quickly dispelled.
As Tönnis recalls, “At first people said that our clients would
never tell us their plans and requirements. On being invited to
test a prototype, however, they were surprisingly open and
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shared their ideas. That was a boost for the whole project.”
As for the question of measurability, as well as the not exactly
trivial matter of cost, solid answers already exist. “The development process has become much more transparent, because
we work in smaller steps and provide key figures on a regular
basis.” This enables deviations to be detected early on and
dealt with accordingly. The higher quality of these key figures
also helps make management more targeted and transparent—
and pleases the colleagues from controlling. f
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